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A special thank you to all of the elementary school students who gave their playground for the first two weeks of May to a nest of bunnies snuggled under a slide. With careful observation of Mrs. Coniglio, we are happy to announce that all bunnies remained safe and healthy in their nest and have now gone off to live on the grounds. It was an unexpected but very adorable nature lesson.
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Haveyou heard the buzz?

Welcome to Byron-Bergen Central School’s eNewsletter! Stay in the loop of school news and updates.


Eastern Cottontail bunnies take over

the playground
 
Congratulations to the Studentsof the Quarter

Every quarter, the Byron-Bergen Faculty Association nominates students and votes for the Students of the Quarter, one for each grade level. These students exemplify the Byron-Bergen core values. Congratulations to this quarter's recipients!



















7th Grade: Katherine Rogoyski nominated by Laurence Tallman


8th Grade: Olivia Senf nominated by Jen Faro


9th Grade: Malachi Smith nominated by Laurence Tallman and Brianna DelVecchio


10th Grade: Aly Ball nominated by Shari Dressler and Justine Fritz


11th Grade: Madison Burke nominated by Brianna DelVecchio and Justine Fritz


12th Grade: Skylar Sharpe nominated by Sandy Auer and Justine Fritz
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7th and 8th Grade ELA

Mrs. Golino-Smith’s ELA students worked together creating visual representations of characters from the novels The Outsiders and Holes.

































STEAM Lab

Mr. Schroth’s kindergarten engineers tackled Rigamajig for the first time with fantastic results. Students created everything from rocket ships to umbrellas!
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BB Student Bound for National Dance Competition
Congratulations to Hannah who participated in the Regional Starbound Dance Competition and qualified to dance at the National Competition! Break a leg, Hannah! All the Bees are cheering you on!
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